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Mick Goss is setting his sails to changing winds 

“There is a certain inevitability to things…” 

He’s 66 going on 16… but Mick Goss is preparing to relax just a tiny bit more.  

MICK Goss will celebrate his 67th birthday next 

December and even for a man who looks like he 

will  live  to  120,  the  approaching  phase  of  his  

colourful  life  has  called  for  downscaling  and  

restructuring at his Summerhill Stud, the 10-time 

Champion Breeders of South Africa. 

 

Goss was quick to point out yesterday that he is in 

good health after his illness last year and that he is 

“going nowhere”.  While he will be “tidying up the 

numbers” at the Mooi River farm, he remains active 

at the helm, fully focused but overseeing a number 

of necessary changes. 

 

“I got close to the edge when I was sick last year, it 

was a terrible time but it gave me an opportunity to 

reflect on where we are, what we’ve achieved and 

what lies ahead for us at Summerhill. 

 

Earlier this week Goss wrote in a media release:  

“Remembering that we only live once, I don’t want 

to reach 80 regretting the things that haven’t been 

done. For the bulk of us at Summerhill, our  

working day starts in the dark and ends the same 

way most days; horses have been our lives, and if 

you’re in it, you can’t be half pregnant.  

“I wouldn’t have had it any other way if I had the 

chance to do it again, but along the way I’ve  

neglected my family, my friends and much of what 

the world has to offer.  

“It’s time to recalibrate, to develop a fresh (cnt p2) 
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perspective and to devote more attention to the  

legacy projects we’ve embarked upon here, our 

educational programmes at the School of  

Management Excellence and our hospitality stu-

dents at Hartford House.” 

 

Recently, Goss says, Hartford House  

regular, retired Judge Alan Maggott, 

pointed out that the School of Excellence is 

nothing short of a National Treasure. It’s a 

valuable asset to the industry and the one 

establishment the Summerhill’s master  

believes will cement his legacy. 

 

 

“We can only take 10 students a year, we’ve 

pushed it to 12 from a host of applicants this year.  

I need to devote more of my time here. We also 

have a new tea garden, we call it “Tijnhuis”, it’s 

in a beautiful setting next to Hartford House and 

it’s doing well.  And then there’s Hartford itself.  

 
“We’ve produced some of the best Chefs in the 

country like Jackie Cameron, who now runs her 

own culinary school; Salmon Nel who was a  

personal Chef to the late Mrs Oppenheimer, also 

the Chefs at Bushman’s Kloof and the Twelve 

Apostles.  Our new chef is Constantijn Hahndiek, a 

well-travelled Capetonian who is as good as his  

predecessors, perhaps even better. He’s getting 

rave reviews.” 

 

To make space for these things without reducing 

concentration on the horse business, Goss is  

having to reduce his horse population, currently 

numbering 800. “Parting with some of the old 

broodmare families that have earned us our  

championships is emotional enough, we’ve culled 

mares every year but this year the number will be 

bigger. And, sadly, it also comes with the tragedy 

of job reduction. 

 

“I have a number of staff members who are among 

the  finest  industry  professionals  I  know,  and  

having travelled to most of the great farms of the 

world, I’d put them with the best anywhere; for 

that reason alone, it’s the most torturous choice 

I’ve ever had to make. 

 

“That said, there is a certain inevitability to these 

things, and it’s a source of great pride to us that 

we’ve populated other farms and hospitality estab-

lishments across the land and abroad, with out-

standing graduates of our endeavours here. The 

most recent examples rest in the recruitment by 

Bloodstock South Africa of Heather Morkel and 

Catherine Hartley, and the appointment of Hazel 

Kayiya as the International Racing Manager at the 

Hong Kong Jockey Club. 

“For the most part though, our people are young 

and enterprising enough to make a fresh start, and 
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for those that remain behind, they will be concentrating 

their game on the horses belonging to a clientele whose 

loyalty and friendship deserves no less.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goss concluded:  “I’ve been invited to play a more active 

role in getting our export initiatives over the line with our 

international trading partners, which I’m only too pleased 

to do, having spent a good part of my career attempting to 

harmonise them. I know this is an area in which I can  

continue to make a significant contribution, and I look  

forward to it. 

 

“The next few months will be hard for everyone here, as 

we make the adjustments that come with a transition of this 

nature. When it’s all over, hopefully we can smell the roses 

again. And get to know some of you a bit better once 

more.” - tt. 

JOHNNY Geroudis snapped this early-morning photo of 

Mike de Kock’s Mubtaahij, preparing at Meydan for his 

second tilt at the Dubai World Cup, on 25 March. He 

faces his biggest challenge yet, as trainer Bob Baffert has 

decided that his superstar Arrogate will be flown to the 

UAE to contest the $10-million race. But anything can 

happen. In 2015, 14-1 shot Prince Bishop defeated  

California Chrome when the US star tried Meydan’s  

notorious sand track for the first time. Mubtaahij will be 

a force to be reckoned with on his home track. - tt. 
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